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Winter Reading
Fiction about Bees and Beekeepers
by M.E.A. McNeil

Enough about mites. With the bees clustered and spring preparation not yet a gnawing
guilt, why not curl up with a good novel about bees? Here is a selection to choose from.
The most satisfying books in this lot turn out to be those the most grounded in reality, in
this reviewer’s opinion. Still, it can be fun to see fictional beekeepers as characters apart, granted
a special aura of wisdom ranging from sagacious to arcane that imbues their work with deep
meaning, be it magical or therapeutic. Their
bees can be messengers from the heavens,
weapons, conundrums, metaphors for nations. Most of this is a magnitude beyond
what goes on at our local meetings, but never
mind, this is fiction. The books come in a
range of styles from mystery and magical realism to historical fiction. Several set the harmonious cooperation of the hive against a
background of war – from the French Revolution to World War II.

The reviewer deep into a novel about bees and beekeeping.
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Nit-pickers can find detail to wince at, starting with the bumble bees that show up on the
covers of books about beekeepers. Some authors note that they have sourced their facts
from a neighbor or relative who keeps bees,
sometimes jarring the more knowledgeable
reader to wish that he had been consulted.
But others are well-told stories carefully researched and offering evenings of satisfying
pleasure.

Few of the books reviewed here are new. All are available, often used, with the exception
of one extraordinary novel, out of print and worth a library search: The Honey Flow by Kylie
Tennant (MacMillan, London, 1956), the story of a young Australian woman who sets out to become a migratory beekeeper, is replete with fine descriptions of beekeeping. She sets out with her
inheritance of sixty hives and a truck called the Roaring Ruin “loaded with bee boxes or honey
tins through the forests, over corduroys where the forestry gangs have thrown down a few trees to
make a footing in a swamp, down the steep creek beds, over places with names like Muldoon’s
Mistake or The Downfall.” This beautifully crafted work, reprinted in 1983, is overdue for a new
edition.
The Beekeeper's Pupil by Sara George (Review, 2002) is a
skilled historical novel based on the 18th century discoveries made by
the blind François Huber and told through his young assistant
François Burnens. “Mine is only the sight, sir, yours is the vision,”
writes the servant in his invented journal. Visits from theorizing scientists of the day show, as Huber says, “We are all blind when it
comes to what happens in the depths of the hive.”
The scientific spirit of the Enlightenment shapes the story: The
greatest gift is described as “Not the knowledge itself but how to find
it.” Burnens says of his employer, “He taught me to know the difference between what I can really see and what I think I should see, or
expect to see, or want to see.” Dismissing beliefs about bee behavior based on conjecture, their
painstaking experiments repay them with a series of discoveries -- notably, that the virgin queen
mates outside the hive. The book offers an intriguing description of a gentleman scientist who designed an observation hive that opened liked the pages of a book.
The writer no doubt embroiders the well-imagined family setting in the Swiss countryside,
but the seminal science and the background of the French Revolution
are historical realities. Indeed, Huber left questions about swarming
that have only recently been answered by Tom Seeley at Cornell.
When McKay's Bees by Thomas McMahon (University of Chicago
Press, 1979) was featured on an NPR segment called “You Must Read
This”, I was delighted to find that someone else loved this book as
much as I did. It is funny, tender and, as might be expected of the author (a professor of both applied mechanics and biology at Harvard before his untimely death), carefully researched. The year is 1855, and
the country is on the brink of the Civil War and the Industrial Revolution. The eponymous McKay, a portly, rich, distractible fellow, has

read Langstroth On the Hive and the Honey Bee: A Beekeeper’s Manual. He calculates his wealth
in split hives: first year, 10 x 4 = 40 and, extrapolating each year from that, year five 10,240 hives,
“each of which would cheerfully produce between eighty and one hundred pounds of honey in a
year”. He plans to make this fortune in frontier Kansas, and sets out from Boston with his new
wife, 15 swarms of black bees and an entourage that includes German music box makers brought
along to make the woodenware. McKay did not figure on the ravages of American foul brood or
attacks by pro-slavery gangs opposing Northerners settling in Kansas.
Some license, a great deal perhaps, is taken with McKay’s encounter with the Reverend Langstroth, who
introduces him to a new kind of bee, calmer and more industrious: The Italian was “somewhat
smaller than the black bee. The color of the chitin on their slender abdomens was bright yellow on
the sterna and the first four terga, producing bands of alternating black and yellow. The scutellum
was also golden. Dzierzon had brought the first of these yellow bees from Venice to Germany in
1853, and already they were becoming the dominant European commercial bee.”
McKay’s bees figure in the dénouement of this entertaining book.
The Death of a Beekeeper by Lars Gustafsson (New Directions, 1978) is a translation of
the Swedish writer’s most well-known novel, lauded by John Updike. A collection of posthumous
notes from the fictional narrator's life -- diary entries, lists, jottings
from a phone message pad – tell the story of an independent-minded
beekeeper named Westin who discovers life in the process of dying.
The short book is not so much about managing hives; Westin
has all but neglected his apiary. He sums up his craft: “Marengo, Susterlitz, Leipzig…I know few things which give rise to a Napoleonic
complex to the same extent as does beekeeping. One can have all the
experiences of a Napoleon without being cruel to horses and without
seeing one single human being die. Instead one sees a whole bunch of
bees die.”
The beekeeper, who does not open the envelope that contains
his fatal diagnosis, begins his notes in late winter. He dreams of his
bees and reflects on their character: perhaps it “is the swarm that represents the individuality, the intelligence…And the single bee just as
impersonal as a cog in a clockwork.”
Choose this book if you like to muse philosophically on life and don’t mind doing it in a
dark place.
Listening to The Secret Life of Bees by Sue Monk Kidd (Viking Penguin, 2002) on a wellread recording enhanced this Southern gothic novel set against the racial unrest of the early
1960’s. A 14 year old runaway girl, with the help of some tidy plot turns, ends up with a family of

brave, kind women who produce Black Madonna Honey. The inspired
depictions of character hover just this side cartoon. The bees, a chorus to
the story, are kept in some 300 colonies at home yards and local farms.
They require venturing out in the old bee truck and encountering the local racists. A beekeeping reader will find nice touches, like the bricks positioned on covers to signal hive status, and putting extracted supers back
on the hives as “a little end-of-the-year party for the bees” -- although he
may not be convinced that telling riled up bees that you love them will
change their mood.
This novel is about another superorganism, Anthill by E.O. Wilson. It is a superb example of how the parallels of insect and human society can be captivatingly interwoven, avoiding the hazards of anthropomorphism. Wilson, a renowned Harvard sociobiologist, tells a story of three parallel worlds, “in
cycles so different in magnitude that each is virtually invisible to the others.” The behavior of
ants, which, unlike bees, are born into roles, is intriguingly described. Among the humans are the
entomologist, the land developers and the young man looking for a way to bridge the two to preserve a tract of woodlands. “Thousands of times greater in space and time is the third of our
worlds,
the biosphere, the totality of all life, plastered like a membrane over all of earth.” A good read.

Sherlock Holmes Books
Arthur Conan Doyle retired Sherlock Holmes in the early 20th century,
“living the life of a hermit among your bees and your books in a small farm
upon the South Downs,” according to Dr. Watson. Holmes called the book
he wrote there, A Practical Handbook of Bee Culture, “the magnum opus of
my later years…the fruit of pensive nights and laborious days, when I
watched the little working gangs as once I watched the criminal world of
London.” (His Last Bow)
Holmes is back again, bees and all. Several writers, good ones, have resurrected him –
humanizing him as he ages and keeping him, in one way or another, involved with his apiary as an
object or a side to his sleuthing.
In fictional chronology, the earliest of these rebirths are mysteries by Laurie King. The
Beekeeper's Apprentice; Or, On the Segregation of the Queen (St. Martin’s, 1994) is set in the
early 1900’s. It is presented as the notebook of the young Mary Russell, who encountered Sher-

lock Holmes on Sussex Downs. The beekeeping is at best obscure: the
scrupulously fact-insistent Holmes is found marking bees with an unrevealed plan to follow them to their nests – a technique the rest of us
would like to know about.
The curiosity of the beekeeping reader will be piqued by mention
of Holmes’s Practical Handbook, his use of beestings for rheumatism
and his yard-high observation hive. But, by page 50, that is all we hear
about Holmes and the bees, the cryptic chapter headers from Maeterlinck not withstanding. The book was named one of the 100 Favorite
Mysteries of the 20th Century by the Independent Mystery Booksellers
Association so you might have some fun with the ensuing sleuthing
with his new young protégé.
The Language of Bees, set in 1924, is the ninth in King’s series of books about Holmes
and Russell, who are by this time married. At last, the Practical Handbook that we so wanted to
open in the last King book is sampled for us by the young woman. A mystery begins to gather
around the behavior and subsequent disappearance of one of Holmes’s swarm-prone hives. A
neighboring beekeeper describes many a beekeeper when he says Holmes’s beekeeping “tends to
be eight parts methodical, one part experimental, and one part equally divided between startling
innovation and resounding failure.” Alas, when Russell announces that she has solved the bee
mystery, the reader may be surprised by the depth of the colony’s emotional needs. On to bigger
things – suicides at Stonehenge, the demimonde of Bohemian London, a bizarre religious cult
with a finale of blood ritual. (The cliff-hanging ending is resolved in the sequel, The God of the
Hive, which does not touch on bees or their keeping.)
The Final Solution; A Story of Detection (Harper Collins, 2004) by Michael Chabon finds
a 89 year old retired sleuth, with all the characteristics of one Sherlock Holmes, quietly keeping
his bees in the last year of World War II. Chabon is a fine writer, unwinding a mystery about a
refugee boy, the theft of his number-spewing parrot, and the prototypical bumbling local constabulary. With it comes the underlying question if, in that time of war and genocide, there remains a
place for such orderly reason as Holmes represents.
We get only a half-dozen details about the detective’s life as a beekeeper in this short book,
but they are fascinating: for example, his door knocker is in the form of a giant bee, Apis dorsata.
He receives a curious shipment from Texas of “heavy trays packed with the eggs of a variety of
honey bee hitherto unknown in Britain.” Makes you wonder. And this Holmes is not the first to
hoodwink someone into thinking that his bees gather intelligence for him.
A Slight Trick of the Mind by Mitch Cullin finds Holmes at 93 among his bees at his farmhouse, dealing with the declining support of his knees as well as his memory. Cullin deftly weaves

three stories together; one tells of the mentoring of his young apiary
assistant and a mystery at the hives.
Holmes is frail but still insightful, an appealing combination as
he leans on his walking sticks to observe his bees: “The majority of
my waking hours are spent either in the peaceful solitude of my study
or amongst the methodical creatures who inhabit my apiary.” Abundant references to what he finds there, including details of management, will engage the beekeeping reader: He has been stung 7,816
times and is replete with remedies, including the application of dampened tobacco. He attributes his longevity to his ingestion of royal jelly
spread on fried bread, having written a monograph on its value. He is
revising the Practical Handbook he first created at the hand of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Cullin acknowledges the help of several writers, including Sue Hubbell, whose A Book of
Bees is among the best non-fiction books about beekeeping. Illustrations are reprinted from Huber’s New Observations on the Natural History of Bees. An excellent read.

Other Novels

The Prairie by James Fenimore Cooper (1827) has a character who is a honey hunter who
tracks feral bees to their nest, cuts down the tree, removes the honey and sells it in mid-Western
cities or to settlers. Reading Cooper is something of a trial through retired stereotypes with an ample serving of Manifest Destiny and folksy talk: “Well, may I be stung to death by drones if I understand the buzzings of a woman’s mind.” Mention of bees ends early on with the hunter’s capture by Sioux. Available online through Google Books.
The Oak Openings, also by Cooper (1848), is set in frontier Michigan where “wild honey
had a reputation, rightfully or not obtained, that even rendered it more welcome than that which
was formed by the labor and art of the domesticated bee.” A young honey hunter demonstrates
bee lining by triangulation, following the flight of two honey-laden bees. His tools are described,
as well as an account of the capture of foragers, their feeding on honey and the tracing of their return journeys to locate their tree, which is then felled, yielding several hundred pounds of honey -from which eight bears are handily driven off. Adventures with Indians ensue. Available online
through Project Gutenberg.
Day of the Bees by Thomas Sanchez (Knopf, 2000) is a literary novel told through letters
between a painter and his lover, set against the brutality of World War II. On the eponymous day,

a mysterious beekeeper sets his bees on German soldiers intent on rape
of the woman, who works with the French Resistance. In an interview,
the writer calls the “miraculous cloak of bees enshrouding her…a multifaceted metaphor, they are a universal pollinating life force radiating
from a hive, they also represent at a crucial turning point in the novel,
the time in France of German occupation.” The beekeeper becomes a
key character in the book, whose subject, Sanchez said, “is the human
heart, its desires, frailties, faults, and nobilities.”
A Recipe for Bees (Harmony, 1998) by Gail Anderson-Dargatz
recounts the unromantic farm marriage of Augusta Owens, who takes
up her mother’s beekeeping equipment. Bees, shaken out of the hives
after the funeral, in what is described as a European tradition, have taken up residency in the rafters of the honey house. Their comb is “like the folds of a well-pressed party dress”. From it, Augusta makes a valentine for her lover by cutting a V in the top of a heart-shaped piece of comb.
Her remembrance from him is a bee in amber. Honey “had been an ointment for her soul, a source
of self-assurance and fun, but perhaps it had also been a salve for many old hurts…” It becomes a
healing balm for her troubled marriage.
The writer’s husband is a beekeeper, and the book is replete with descriptions of bee behavior, which become at times an inserted expository detour from the narrative.
The Year of the Flood (Doubleday, 2009) by Margaret Atwood is an apocalyptic novel set
in the near-future, where a pandemic created by the ruling CorpSeCorps has melted most life. Survivors Toby and Wren are members of an enviro-religion called God’s Gardeners. They describe
the dominant culture before its demise -- grotesque food, bizarre hybrid animals including spybees, a hideous underworld.
Toby has learned beekeeping and herbal remedies from a wise old woman Gardener, and
the bees appear as magical messengers. For Atwood, ‘‘The communion between humans and bees
is an old belief, folklore” that she uses to advantage. Toby calls on her bees to defend her against
attack in the violent aftermath of the plague.
Atwood prefers not to call her writing sci-fi but “speculative fiction” – a picture of where
we are headed writ large. It is a skillfully written, entertaining read, although the bees play a minor part.
The Keeper of the Bees (Indiana University Press, 1991), a reissue of a 1924 novel by
Gene Stratton Porter is a relic of the period between the World Wars – xenophobic, stereotyped. A
Scotsman, likely to die from a shrapnel wound, comes to take care of the Bee Master’s idyllic
California apiary with the help of a precocious child. The plot is as unlikely as the bee facts:
“drumming” attracts a swarm, wax comes from honey, the queen leads a swarm, bees are born in-

to fixed roles. The reading beekeeper might wonder why every nostrum but honey is used on the
soldier’s festering wound.
In Chasing Bees (2007) by Renate M. Bell a young widow, left with her husband’s apiary,
struggles to keep it. She gets advice to burn moth-infested hives and swats at hornets attracted to
entrance Boardman feeders.
This is an example of a self-published, on-demand book, which an Amazon executive suggests is the future: “the only really necessary people in the publishing process now are the writer
and reader.” This book, though, would have benefited from an editor’s pen through clichés and
didactic passages. Bell, a Level I Medic Astrologer (perhaps it would help to know what that is),
inserts teachings from a philosophy that is not so much unpalatable as simply not well woven into
the structure of the story. We will leave it at that so as not to become overcome by “negative
thought patterns.”
of Bees and Mist (Simon & Schuster, 2009) by Erick Setiawan is about the kind of bees
erroneously imagined by people who panic at a swarm. In this work of magic realism, mesmerizing, aggressive bees issue from the mouth of the mother-in-law from hell. The plot winds around
that fury. That’s it for insight into bee behavior for this book.
Tell it to the Bees (Tindal Street Press, 2009) by Fiona Shaw is about a withdrawn boy befriended by a woman doctor who teaches him to take care of her bees. The subsequent relationship between his mother and the doctor stirs gossip in a small town.
This book order did not arrive on time for an assessment of the novel and its relationship to
bees. A short reading by the author online is promising. (not reviewed)

Here’s to a cozy evening and a good read, until spring and the real bee world is again upon
us.
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M.E.A. McNeil is a journalist and Master Beekeeper living in Northern California. She can be reached with comments
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